
Present: Pat Simpson / Wilma Campbell / Judith Redfern / Tony Needham / Val Hughes / Peter Allan / 
Jamie Westwood  
Apologies: Don Parr / Ken Pattison / Lynn Wylie  
PA and VH had to leave at 7pm to attend another meeting. 
 
Finance - PA 
Bee account  £940.12   General account  £1250.93   Total  £2193.05  
 
Update on trees situation - PA 
HPC are putting 3 replacement trees at the Grange to replace those that have had to be removed. 
The 2 oak saplings which have died at Manorfields will be replaced. 
The Christmas tree on The Green will be taken down and a new one put in a different position on The 
Green. 
 
Pocket Parks Grant - PA 
PA has put in a grant application for £18k on behalf of HCA / HPC / EPICH  
HPC have agreed to contribute £5700 making a total of £23700 
£13.5k of this will be spent on an all weather layout for the playground with 3 pieces of all weather 
fitness equipment for adults and 2 for children. The parking area will also be improved. 
Jean’s Garden  - £4.5k for design and landscaping. The design will need input from HPC and EPICH. 
The Chair thanked Peter for all his hard work required in submitting the application. 
 
New Logo for HPC - PA 
Tony Wynett the HPC Chair would like a new logo for the HPC which he feels should feature the Grange 
as the village community centre. EPICH have been asked to think about the design and JW volunteered 
to consider the project. 
 
Projects Update  
Bird hide - JW 
The lidded buckets inside the bins storing the bird food seem to have stopped the mice getting in and 
dying inside because they can’t get out. JR is looking for something bigger to replace the internal 
buckets which only hold a small amount for storage. 
The fat balls still aren’t being eaten so no more will be bought. 
Jamie suggested that EPICH should make bigger holes with a Perspex centre to make viewing easier 
as many people seem unaware that there are viewing holes. 
 
Orchard - pruning required between now and end of March - working party required. 
 
Lytchgate - WC will check Lytchgate to see if a general tidy up is required. 
 
Bees - the 6 colonies are still being fed and seem to be surviving the winter so far. 
Some thought will be given to spending some of the Bee account on an electric spinner and/or 
observation hive for show stands. 
 
Nest boxes / DOVES  
JR and PS attended the DOVES meeting and have received 35 nest boxes made by DOVES 
volunteers. It is intended that these will be given away in time for National Nest Box week in February. 
They will have EPICH stencilled on the side. Details of the giveaway will be advertised on Hurworth Live 
and the EPICH website. 
WC will check whether EPICH can put up nest boxes in Goblins’ Wood. 
 
Communications - PS 
The EPICH website is out of date. 
KP will take the lead in updating the information. PS will deputise  
Helen and Jamie will continue the Instagram account. 
 
AOB - PS 
Constitution draft will be sent out with the minutes (attached) 
 
Working Party - Monday 3rd or Tuesday 4th depending on the weather. 
10 am at the Grange.  Inventory of the EPICH equipment in the container and general sort out of 
container. (Template attached) 
 
Next meeting - Wednesday 11 March  6.e0 pm at The Grange  
 


